We present and analyse a Monte-Carlo algorithm to compute the minimal polynomial of an n × n matrix over a finite field that requires O(n 3 ) field operations and O(n) random vectors, and is well suited for successful practical implementation. The algorithm, and its complexity analysis, use standard algorithms for polynomial and matrix operations. We compare features of the algorithm with several other algorithms in the literature. In addition we present a deterministic verification procedure which is similarly efficient in most cases but has a worst-case complexity of O(n 4 ). Finally, we report the results of practical experiments with an implementation of our algorithms in comparison with the current algorithms in the GAP library.
Introduction
Let F be a finite field and M ∈ F n×n a matrix. This paper presents and analyses a Monte Carlo algorithm to compute the minimal polynomial of M , that is, the monic polynomial µ ∈ F[x] of least degree, such that µ(M ) = 0. Determining the minimal polynomial is one of the fundamental computational problems for matrices and has a wide range of applications. As well as revealing information about the Frobenius normal form of M , the minimal polynomial also elucidates the structure of F n viewed as F[x]-module, where x acts by multiplication with M . In addition the order of M modulo scalars is often found by first determining the minimal polynomial. Apart from these applications it has important practical utility, for example in the context of the matrix group recognition project [10] .
For these and other reasons a number of algorithms to determine the minimal polynomial may be found in the literature. We discuss some of them below. Our primary objective was to provide a simple and practical algorithm that could be implemented easily and would work well over small finite fields. In particular we did not want to produce matrices with entries in larger fields or polynomial rings as intermediate results, and we preferred to restrict ourselves to using only row operations (rather than a combination of row and column operations). In addition we wished to use standard field and polynomial arithmetic, and we wished to give an explicit worst-case upper bound for the number of elementary field operations needed, and not only an asymptotic complexity statement. Our Monte Carlo algorithm adheres to these requirements for matrices over fields F q of order q. Theorem 1.1. For a given matrix M ∈ F n×n q and a positive real number ε < 1/2, Algorithm 5 computes the minimal polynomial of M with probability at least 1 − ε. For sufficiently large n and fixed ε, the number of elementary field operations required is less than 7n 3 plus the costs of factorising a degree n polynomial over F q and constructing at most n random vectors in F n .
Our algorithm to compute the minimal polynomial first computes the characteristic polynomial in a standard way by spinning up and then factoring out cyclic subspaces. However, the novel aspect in this first phase is the introduction of randomisation. While not necessary for the computation of the characteristic polynomial it underpins our proof of the Monte Carlo nature of our minimal polynomial algorithm. In addition to the Monte Carlo minimal polynomial algorithm we present and analyse in Section 8 a deterministic verification procedure to be run after Algorithm 5 that has a similar asymptotic complexity in many cases, but is O(n 4 ) in the worst-case scenario. Our motivation for giving concrete upper bounds for the costs of various component procedures was that, in practical implementations, these assist us to compare different algorithms in order to decide which to use in different situations. At the end of the paper we discuss a practical implementation and tests of the algorithms in the GAP system [4] .
Other algorithms in the light of our requirements
There are several interesting and asymptotically efficient minimal polynomial algorithms for n × n matrices in the literature. The most asymptotically efficient deterministic algorithm is due to Storjohann [14] in 2001. It is nearly optimal, 'requiring about the same number of field operations as required for matrix multiplication' (see [14, Abstract, p368] ). It involves a divide-and-conquer strategy that produces matrices with entries in polynomial rings as intermediate results. Changing the scalars to a larger field or polynomial ring is something we wished to avoid as it creates additional complications in practical applications within a computer algebra system used for group and matrix algebra computations.
Storjohann's earlier deterministic algorithm [13] in 1998 uses classical field arithmetic and requires O(n 3 ) field operations. It first reduces the matrix to 'zig-zag form', using a mix of row and column operations, then produces the Smith normal form as a matrix with polynomial entries, and finally the Frobenius normal form. In systems such as GAP, matrices over small finite fields are stored in a compressed form that makes row operations simple, but column operations difficult. Restricting to one of these types of operations was one of our criteria.
A Monte Carlo minimal polynomial algorithm of Giesbrecht [5] from 1995 that runs in 'nearly optimal time' contains some features we find desirable for practical implementation, namely his algorithm first constructs a 'modular cyclic decomposition' using random vectors, similar to our characteristic polynomial computation in Section 5. However, further steps include a modification of the 'divide-and-conquer' Keller-Gehrig algorithm [8] and lead to a Las Vegas algorithm that computes a Frobenius form over an extension field and then the minimal polynomial. The field size over which the given matrix is written is assumed to be greater than n 2 , and if this is not the case it is suggested that an embedding into a larger extension field be used. Several of these features were undesirable for us.
In [1, Section 4] Augot and Camion propose a deterministic algorithm to compute the minimal polynomial of a matrix which is to some extent similar to our algorithm. It is deterministic with complexity O(n 3 + m 2 · n 2 ) field operations, where m is the number of blocks in the shift Hessenberg form. They prove that the complexity is O(n 3 ) in the average case. However, in the worst case it is O(n 4 ), and no constants are provided in the complexity estimates. Although the principal approach of their algorithm is similar to ours, the details differ very much from our algorithm and analysis.
An interesting commentary on various algorithms, together with some new algorithms is given by Eberly [3] . Eberly (see Theorem 4.2 in [3] ) gives in particular a randomised algorithm for matrices over small fields that produces output from which (amongst other things) the minimal polynomial can be computed, at a cost of O(n 3 ). The papers [3, 5, 12, 13, 14] contain references to other minimal polynomial algorithms. In all of the algorithms mentioned the asymptotic complexity statements give no information about the constants involved.
On a practical note, the minimal polynomial algorithm implemented in the GAP library is the one in [12] and (although we have been unable to confirm this) we assume that this is the algorithm implemented in Magma [2] .
Outline of the paper
In Section 2 we introduce our notation, in Section 3 we cite a few complexity bounds for basic algorithms. The next Section 4 introduces order polynomials and derives a few results about them. Then we turn to the computation of the characteristic polynomial in Section 5, since this is the first step in our minimal polynomial algorithm, which is described and analysed in Section 7. We explain and modify the well-known algorithm to compute characteristic polynomials by introducing some randomisation, because this is later needed in the analysis of our main Monte Carlo algorithm. In Section 6 we give some probability estimates that are also used later in the analysis. The second last Section 8 covers the deterministic verification of the results of our Monte Carlo algorithm. We describe in detail cases in which this verification is efficient and when it has a worse complexity. Finally, in Section 9 we report on the performance of an implementation of our algorithm, including runtimes in realistic applications. We compare these times with the current implementation for minimal polynomial computations in the GAP library (see [4] ), and as mentioned above, we believe that Magma and GAP are both using the algorithm in [12] . We show that our algorithm performs much better in important cases, and that our bounds on the computing cost are reflected in practical experiments.
Notation
Throughout the paper F will be a fixed field. Although we envisage F to be a finite field for our applications, this is not necessary for most of our results. However in the later sections we use some probability estimates from Section 6 that are only valid for finite fields.
By an elementary field operation we mean addition, subtraction, multiplication or division of two field elements. In all our runtime bounds we will assume that one elementary field operation takes a fixed amount of time and we simply count the number of such operations occurring in our algorithms.
We denote the set of (m × n)-matrices over F by F m×n and the set of row vectors of length m by F m . For a vector v ∈ F m we write v i for its i-th component and for a matrix M ∈ F m×n we denote its i-th row, which is a row vector of length n, by M [i]. We use "row vector times matrix" operations, and in general right modules throughout. If V is a vector space over F and W is a subspace, the quotient space is denoted by V /W and its cosets by v + W for v ∈ V . The F-linear span of the vectors
n×n is a matrix and V = F n , we have a natural action of M as an endomorphism of V by right multiplication. The same holds for every M -invariant subspace W < V and for the corresponding quotient space V /W . We describe such a situation by saying that "the matrix M induces an action on the F-vector space" V, W, V /W respectively. Throughout, F[x] denotes the polynomial ring over F in an indeterminate x. For a square matrix M and a polynomial p ∈ F[x] we denote the evaluation of p at M by p(M ).
Whenever a matrix M induces an action on a vector space U , we will view U as a right F[x]-module by letting x act like M , that is v·x := v·M in the above examples. We denote the characteristic polynomial of this action by χ M,U . That is, χ M,U is the characteristic polynomial of the (dim F (U ) × dim F (U ))-matrix given by choosing a basis of U and writing the action of M induced on U as a matrix with respect to that basis. We use the same convention analogously for the corresponding minimal polynomial µ M,U . Furthermore, we denote the F[x]-submodule of U generated by the vectors
. We use the two functions
for complexity expressions. Note that for a > b > c we have
For later complexity estimates we note the following inequalities.
Proof: We claim that for fixed n both expressions are maximal if and only if all d i are equal to one. We leave it to the reader to check that both totals increase if we replace d j in some sequence (d i ) 1 i k by the two numbers a and d j − a resulting in the new sequence (d
Complexity bounds for basic algorithms
In some algorithms presented in later sections we use greatest common divisors of univariate polynomials. To analyse these algorithms we use the following bounds which arise from standard polynomial computation. We take this approach because the standard algorithms for polynomials are good enough for our complexity estimates in applications and we do not need the asymptotically best algorithms, discussion of which may be found conveniently in [15] . Furthermore, there is an algorithm to compute gcd(f, g) that needs less than 2(m + 1)(n + 1) elementary field operations.
Remark 3.2. We intentionally give bounds here which are not best possible, since we want the bound for the gcd computation to be symmetrical in m and n.
Proof of Proposition 3.1: Use polynomial division and the standard Gcd algorithm and count. See [15, Section 2.4 and Section 3.3] for smaller bounds that imply our symmetric bounds.
Polynomial factorisation
Some of our algorithms return partially factorised polynomials which facilitate later factorisation into irreducible factors. However, since the extent of this partial factorisation is difficult to estimate, we use in our analyses the complexity of finding the complete factorisation of a polynomial over a finite field as a product of irreducibles. We need such factorisations in our main algorithm. In keeping with our other methods we make use of standard polynomial factorisation procedures.
Details can be found in Knuth [9, 4.6 .2] of a deterministic polynomial factorisation algorithm inspired by an idea of Berlekamp. Its cost is polynomial in both the degree n and field size |F| = q, as it requires O(q) computations of greatest common divisors. Thus it works well only for q small. There is available a randomised (Las Vegas) version of the procedure which (for arbitrary q) will always return accurately the number r of irreducible factors of f (x) ∈ F[x], but for which there is a small non-zero probability that it will fail to find all the irreducible factors. It involves the procedure RandomVector, which is discussed further in Subsection 5.1, to produce independent uniformly distributed random elements of an n-dimensional vector space over F for which a basis is known. Throughout the paper logarithms are always taken to base 2.
of degree n 1 with r irreducible factors (counting multiplicities) and, if q is large, suppose that we are given a real number ε such that 0 < ε < 1/2. The number fact(n, q) of elementary field operations required to find a complete set of irreducible factors of f (x) is at most 8n 3 + (3qr + 17 log q)n 2 deterministic algorithm O (log ε −1 )(log n)(ξ n +n 2 log 3 q) + n 3 log 2 q Las Vegas algorithm where ξ n is an upper bound for the cost of one run of RandomVector on F n . The Las Vegas algorithm may fail, but with probability less than ε.
Order polynomials
Let M be a matrix in F n×n that induces an action on an F-vector space V . We briefly recall the definition of the term "order polynomial": 
The following observation follows immediately from the definition above.
Lemma 4.3 (Relative order polynomials). For an
We now turn to the question of how one computes the order polynomial of a vector v ∈ V . The basic idea is to apply the matrix M to the vector repeatedly computing a sequence v, vM, vM
with a i ∈ F, for 0 i < d. If d is minimal such that this is possible, we have
Although this procedure is simple and well-known, we present it in order to make explicit the number of elementary field operations needed. To this end we describe in detail the computation of solutions for the systems of linear equations involved.
Definition 4.4 (Row semi echelon form). A non-zero matrix
is in row semi echelon form if there are positive integers r m and j 1 , . . . , j r n such that, for each i r, S i,ji = 1 and S k,ji = 0 for all k > i, and also S k,j = 0 whenever k > r. For i r, column j i is called the leading column of row i, and we write lc(i) = j i . A sequence of vectors u (1) , . . . , u (m) ∈ F n is said to be in semi echelon form if the matrix with rows u (1) , . . . , u (m) is in row semi echelon form.
Note that in Definition 4.4 we do not assume j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j r which is the usual condition for an echelon form. where S ∈ F m×n is in row semi echelon form with leading column indices l = (lc (1), . . . , lc(m)), and T ∈ GL(m, F) with T Y = S. Further, T is a lower triangular matrix, that is, for T = (T i,j ) we have T i,j = 0 for i < j. For a semi echelon data sequence Y we call the number m its length, sometimes denoted length(Y). A semi echelon data sequence Remark 4.6. (a) The idea of this concept is that for a matrix S ∈ F m×n in row semi echelon form it is relatively cheap to decide whether a given vector v ∈ F n lies in the row space of S, and if so, to write it as a linear combination of the rows of S, that is, to find a vector a ∈ F m such that v = aS = aT Y (see Algorithm 1). Thus, the vector v is expressed as a linear combination of the rows of Y using the vector aT as coefficients.
(b) We call a semi echelon data sequence trivial if m = 0. In this case, by convention, we take the row spaces of the empty matrices Y and S to be the zero subspace of F n , we denote the empty sequence in F 0 by 0, and we interpret aS as the zero vector of F n .
We now present Algorithm 1, which is one step in the computation of a semi echelon data sequence for a matrix Y . We denote by S[i] the i-th row of the matrix S, and by RowSp(S) the row space of S.
Algorithm 1
CleanAndExtend Having Algorithm 1 at hand we can now present Algorithm 2, which computes relative order polynomials. Since a (non-relative) order polynomial may be regarded as a relative order polynomial with respect to the zero subspace, Algorithm 2 can also be used to compute order polynomials, starting with the trivial semi echelon data sequence, (see Remark 4.6 (b)). 
elementary field operations where s (1) and s (2) are the functions defined in (1) . 
Algorithm 2
RelativeOrdPoly
Proof of Proposition 4.9: We again leave the proof of correctness of Algorithm 2 to the reader. Algorithm 2 calls Algorithm 1 (CleanAndExtend) exactly d+ 1 times with the lengths of the input semi echelon data sequences being m, m+1, . . . , m+d.
After each but the last call to Algorithm 1 the value of c returned is False, and after the last call the value of c is True. Thus, by Proposition 4.7, the number of steps needed for the d + 1 runs of Algorithm 1 is at most
In addition, we have to do d multiplications of v ′ with M , which require 2n 2 elementary field operations each, and finally the computation of b requires 2s
(1) (m + d, 0) elementary field operations, again since T ′ is a lower triangular matrix. Summing up gives the expression in the statement.
We conclude this section with two lemmas that are used to compute absolute order polynomials using relative ones. We again view V as an
is the F-span of the set
Lemma
.
We omit the routine proof for the sake of brevity.
Lemma 4.12 (Absolute and relative order polynomials).
Computing the characteristic polynomial
In this section we present a version of a standard algorithm for computing the characteristic polynomial of a matrix together with its analysis. It differs from the standard version in its use of randomisation.
Random vectors
Our characteristic polynomial algorithm, and later ones, make use of the algorithms RandomVector and RandomVector* that produce independent uniformly distributed random vectors, and independent uniformly distributed random non-zero vectors, respectively, in a given finite vector space for which a basis is known. The algorithms are invoked for spaces F s , for s ∈ N, and for subspaces of V of the form
If l is the empty sequence then V (l) = V . For a semi echelon data sequence Y = (Y, S, T, l), the vector space V is the sum V = V (l) ⊕ RowSp(S).
If b = RandomVector(F length(Y) ), then bS is a uniformly distributed random vector of RowSp(S). Moreover we assume that for the disjoint spaces F length(Y) and V (l) the algorithms RandomVector and RandomVector* are applied independently so that in particular, if a = RandomVector*(V (l)) then the sum a + bS is a uniformly distributed random vector of V \ RowSp(S).
RandomVector and, if we neglect the possibility of obtaining the zero vector, also RandomVector*, could proceed by selecting independent uniformly distributed random field elements as coefficients of the basis vectors. For the subspace V (l), we could put zeros into the entries occurring in l and make random selections of elements from F for each entry not in l.
ξ r1+r2 , and we would expect ξ r to vary linearly with r. In practical implementations the cost is much less than the cost of the field operations involved in the algorithm below.
Characteristic polynomial algorithm
The characteristic polynomial algorithm below would terminate successfully without making random selections of vectors. However, the use of randomisation is key to our application of this algorithm for finding minimal polynomials. As in previous sections, let M be a matrix in F n×n acting naturally on V := F n .
Algorithm 3 CharPoly
is the characteristic polynomial of M in its action on V , each b (j) ∈ F n and Y is a semi echelon data sequence of length n with the properties specified in Proposition 5.1. 
where However in practice we have only one variable Y = (Y, S, T, l), the entries of which are growing during the execution of the algorithm.
Remark 5.3. Note that we do not multiply together the factors of χ M,V because in our application of Algorithm 3 we do not need the product itself. 
where the matrix C i is the companion matrix of the polynomial p (i) , and the B 
elementary field operations, noting that the value of 'd' is d i , the value of 'm' is s i−1 , s i−1 + d i = s i , and s (1) , s (2) are the functions defined in (1). We consider the different terms one by one, summing each over i from 1 to k. The total cost of constructing the random vectors is at most kξ n . Summing the terms 2s i−1 n gives 2n k i=1 s i−1 , and summing the terms 2d i n 2 gives 2n 3 since
Similarly, summing the terms (n + 2)d i gives (n + 2)n. From the terms 2s i n we get a contribution of 2n k i=1 s i . The next two expressions involving the functions s (1) and s (2) sum to 2(n + 1)s (1) (n − 1, 0) = n(n + 1)(n − 1) and
respectively, using (2) and (3) and the properties noted above it. Finally, the terms 2s
. Thus in total we obtain kξ n plus 2n 3 + n(n + 1)(n − 1) + (n − 1)n(2n − 1) 6 + n(n + 2) + 2n
elementary field operations. The first four of these terms sum to 
2 (n + 1) + n(n + 1)(n + 2) 6 so the total cost is at most 33 6 n 3 + 4n 2 + 3 2 n + kξ n .
For sufficiently large n this is less than 6n 3 + kξ n .
Probability estimates using the structure theory for modules
The basic idea of our minimal polynomial Algorithm 5 is to compute the order polynomials of a few random vectors under the action of a given matrix M and to prove that, with high probability, their least common multiple is equal to the minimal polynomial of M . The purpose of this section is to use the structure theory of V = F n as an F[x]-module to derive probability estimates to be used in that proof. First suppose that the characteristic polynomial of M is written as a product Using [7, Theorem 3.12] we can then write the F[x]-module V as a direct sum of primary cyclic modules
such that ord M (w i,j ) = q fi,j i with e i f i,1 f i,2 · · · f i,mi 1 and mi j=1 f i,j = e i for 1 i t.
The minimal polynomial µ M,V is the least common multiple of the order polynomials of the vectors (w i,j ) 1 i t,1 j mi , and hence is
fi,1 . We use this structural description to derive the first probability bound for the case where F = F q is a finite field with q elements. Proposition 6.1 (Probability that a q i has equal mult. in µ M,V and ord M (v)).
Let F = F q be a finite field with q elements, let V = F n , let U be a (possibly zero) M -invariant subspace such that the multiplicity of q i in µ M,U is strictly smaller than in µ M,V , and let v be a uniformly distributed random element of V \ U . Then the multiplicity of q i is the same in ord M (v) and µ M,V with probability greater than
Proof: By assumption the multiplicity of q i in µ M,U is less that its multiplicity f := f i,1 in µ M,V . Let w := w i,1 , with w i,1 as in (4) 
Thus, X has a unique maximal 
Each of these vectors v lies in V \ U since the multiplicity of q i in µ M,U is less than f . Thus the probability, for a uniformly distributed random v ∈ V \ U , that the multiplicity of q i in ord M (v) and µ M,V is the same is at least
Remark 6.2. If for some irreducible factor q i we have m i > 1 and f i,1 = f i,2 , then the above probability is even higher, because we can apply the above argument independently to two or more summands
We now give a second probability bound which will be crucial in our Monte Carlo algorithm to compute the minimal polynomial. In that algorithm we choose a sequence of vectors v . We hope to find µ M,V as the least common multiple of the orders of these vectors. 
Then the probability that f = µ M,V is greater than
Proof: Consider the random experiment described in the statement. We first examine one irreducible factor q i . Let E i denote the event that the multiplicity of q i in f is strictly smaller than the multiplicity f i,1 of q i in µ M,V . Furthermore, for 1 j u, let F j be the event that the multiplicity of q i in ord M (v (j) ) is strictly smaller than f i,1 .
Note that the F j are not stochastically independent since we choose v (j) outside of v (1) , . . . , v
However, E i = F 1 ∩F 2 ∩· · ·∩F u because f is the least common multiple of the order polynomials of the v (j) . By Proposition 6.1 applied with U = {0}, the probability Prob(F 1 ) is less than q − deg qi . Moreover, in the situation that F 1 ∩ · · · ∩ F j holds and j < u, we apply Proposition 6.1 with the subspace
to conclude that the conditional probability Prob(F j+1 |F 1 ∩ · · · ∩ F j ) is less than q − deg qi . Thus we have
Finally we consider all the different irreducible factors q i . Even though the events E 1 , . . . , E t may not be stochastically independent, we have
Computing minimal polynomials
Our minimal polynomial algorithm runs Algorithm 3 as its first step. So assume, from now on, that we have already run Algorithm 3 and obtained all the output it produces, in particular the basis given by the rows of the matrix Y (as in Proposition 5.1),
the relative order polynomials 
is equal to the space {vY | v ∈ F n with v j = 0 for j > s i }. Thus, the space W ′ i is the F-linear span e (1) , e (2) , . . . , e (si) F and we have a filtration
′ -cyclic space generated by the coset represented by the standard basis vector e (si−1+1) . We begin by presenting Algorithm 4 which computes the absolute order polynomial of a vector with respect to the matrix Y M Y −1 , using all the data acquired during Algorithm 3. We will apply this later in the minimal polynomial algorithm to the first few of the vectors e (si−1+1) produced during a run of Algorithm 3. Note that for the analysis it is crucial that a number z such that the vector v lies in W ′ z is given as input to the algorithm. replacing u by k in the formula for the cost in Proposition 7.2. If k > u, then these additional k − u runs of the 'i-loop' may be viewed as a 'verification algorithm'. By Proposition 5, the additional cost of these extra runs is
and for sufficiently large n this cost is less than n 4 /4 field operations.
Proof of Proposition 7.2: Algorithm 5 first computes the characteristic polynomial of M in its action on F n q and its factorisation. This computation provides firstly the irreducible factors q j of the minimal polynomial that allow us to determine u, and secondly the input needed for running Algorithm 4 to compute the order polynomials of v (2) , . . . , v (u) . Thirdly, it also yields a nice base change matrix Y such that these order polynomials with respect to the matrix M can in fact be determined using Algorithm 2 for the vectors e (s1+1) , . . . , e (su−1+1) since we have ord
Hence, by Propositions 6.3 and 7.1, the probability that f after termination of Algorithm 5 is equal to µ M,F n q is at least 1 − ε.
From the discussion at the beginning of Section 6, µ M,F n q is the least common multiple of the k polynomials ord
. This also implies, since the initial value of f is lcm(p (1) , . . . , p (k) ), that the returned polynomial f divides µ M,F n q and every irreducible factor of µ M,F n q divides f . In particular, if deg f = n then we must have
The number of elementary field operations needed follows from Propositions 5.1 and 7.1 and summing. Note that, after the factorisations computed in line 2 of the algorithm, we neglect the forming of least common multiples and the products here, because all results from Algorithm 4 come already factorised into irreducible factors. We can thus compute the least common multiples by taking maximums of multiplicities. Hence the first displayed upper bound is proved.
For the asymptotic complexity bound we have to consider the initial value of the number u, namely the least integer u such that log n + log(ε −1 ) log q ⌉ and the value of u used in the algorithm is at most min{u 0 , k} u 0 . By Proposition 5.1, the asymptotic value of char(n, q) is less than 6n 3 for n sufficiently large, (plus the cost kξ n of making k random selections of vectors). By Proposition 7.1, the number of elementary field operations used for the computation of the u u 0 order polynomials is at most
which, for sufficiently large n and fixed ǫ, is less than
Deterministic verification
In this section we explain how the probabilistic result of our Monte Carlo algorithm can be verified deterministically. We begin by discussing cases that can be handled rather cheaply, before we present several general verification procedures, all of which, unfortunately, have a worst-case cost of O(n 4 ) field operations. All notation from previous sections remains in force. The first result follows immediately from Proposition 7.2. Proof: The only change to the complexity estimate is for the number of elementary field operations in the second last line of the proof of Proposition 7.2:
The rest follows from Proposition 7.2.
For the case of large k, we may use the procedure suggested in Remark7.4 as a verification algorithm, at a cost of O(k 2 n 2 ) field operations. Two alternative verification procedures are given below. The first involving evaluation on vectors is given in Proposition 8.3, and the second using null space computations is given in Proposition 8.7. 
The first term is bounded above by 3dn(k − u). As to the second term, for 1 j u + 1, the value s j occurs in this expression with coefficient 2d(k − u), while for u + 2 j k, it occurs with coefficient 2d(k − j + 1). Thus the second term is at most
Adding this to the upper bound for the first term we get at most dn(k−u)(k+u+4) as claimed.
For the following discussion we need a lemma: 
Performance in practice
In this section we give some experimental evidence concerning the performance of Algorithm 5 in comparison with that of algorithms currently implemented in the GAP library (see [4] ).
All computations were done on a machine with an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600 running at 2.40 GHz with 8 GB of main memory and two times 4 MB of second level cache.
We were unable to confirm that Magma [2] uses an algorithm based on the canonical forms algorithm of Alan Steel presented in [12] for computing minimal polynomials, although this is indicated in [12, Abstract] and on the web (see http://magma.maths.usyd.edu.au/magma/htmlhelp/text347.htm).
Our colleague Colva Roney-Dougal kindly ran the Baby Monster example matrix M 2 on Magma and the resulting times were roughly equivalent to the timing in the column "Lib" of Figure 2 , suggesting that this is indeed the case. Since the minimal polynomial algorithm in the GAP library is also based on the algorithm in [12] , we did not conduct extensive comparison tests of our algorithm on Magma.
Guide to the test data
The timing results are in Figure 2 , all times are in seconds. The column marked "n" contains the dimension of the matrix, the column marked "q" the number of elements of the base field. The columns marked "Lib" and "AS" contain the times needed for one run of the minimal polynomial algorithm based on [12] as implemented in the GAP library, and as implemented (by the first author) in the GAP language, respectively. The column "MC" contains the total time for our Monte Carlo algorithm as presented in Algorithm 5. The next three columns marked "Spin", "Fact" and "OrdP" contain the times for the three phases of this algorithm respectively, namely the first phase to compute the characteristic polynomial via relative order polynomials, the second phase to factor all factors of the characteristic polynomial and count multiplicities, and the third phase to compute some absolute order polynomials to guess the minimal polynomial. Finally, the last column marked "Ver." contains the time for the deterministic verification via Algorithm 6. The maximal error probability for our Monte Carlo algorithm was ε = 1/100 for all runs.
The test matrices
Next, we describe the matrices M 1 , . . . , M 10 we used.
(a) The matrices M 1 and M ′ 1 were purely random matrices from F 1000×1000 3
with all entries chosen with uniform distribution from the field F 3 . Such matrices are with very high probability cyclic, that is, their characteristic and minimal polynomials are equal. Usually, Algorithm 3 only has to pick very few random vectors for such matrices. The for loop of Algorithm 6 quickly checks whether the least common multiple of the relative order polynomials (which is the input candidate polynomial) already has degree n. It turned out that M ′ 1 was cyclic but not M 1 , and this explains the big differences in the runtimes for these matrices.
(b) The matrix M 2 is one coming from actual applications. Namely, it is the matrix a + b + ab where the two matrices a, b ∈ F 4370×4370 2 describe the action of two standard generators of the Baby monster sporadic simple group on its smallest faithful simple module over F 2 . The matrices a and b were downloaded from the WWW Atlas of group representations (see [16] ). The matrix a+ b + ab is interesting because it is one of the algebra words that is used in the MeatAxe (see [11] and [6] ) to compute composition series of modules and we could very well imagine using the minimal polynomial instead of the characteristic polynomial in some places in the MeatAxe.
The reason why the standard algorithm for the minimal polynomial performed rather badly on this matrix is that its characteristic polynomial has irreducible factors of degrees 1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 88, 197, 854 and 934 with respective multiplicities 2, 2277, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1. Therefore the standard algorithm spins up large subspaces many times.
(c) The matrices M 3 -M 7 were constructed in the following way: In the language of F[x]-modules we chose the order polynomials of the generators of their primary cyclic submodules, that is we chose the minimal polynomials on the primary cyclic submodules. For irreducible factors of degree one this amounts to choosing the sizes and numbers of the Jordan blocks occurring in the Jordan normal form of the matrix. After writing down the corresponding normal form of the matrix we conjugated it with a random element of the general linear group to get a dense matrix with the same normal form.
For M 3 ∈ F 600×600 5
we chose one cyclic summand with minimal polynomial (x − ζ 5 ) 300 plus 300 summands with minimal polynomial x − ζ 5 , where ζ 5 ∈ F 5 is a primitive root. This is a typical case in which our Monte Carlo algorithm and the deterministic verification both perform very well in comparison with older techniques. The reason for this is that the high dimensional cyclic subspace is spun up many times in the standard minimal polynomial algorithm as for the matrix M 2 .
For M 4 ∈ F 1200×1200 3
we chose 400 cyclic summands with minimal polynomial (x − ζ 3 ) 2 plus 400 cyclic summands with minimal polynomial (x − ζ 3 ), where again ζ 3 ∈ F 3 is a primitive root. In contrast with the matrix M 3 , our algorithms performed very well in this case but they were not much faster than the older techniques, since the standard algorithm run on M 4 does not spin up many large cyclic subspaces.
